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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CONTEXT 

Management of small unmanned aircraft in airspace is a well-known problem. The difficulty to detect them 
with conventional radars, the large variety of shapes, sizes and onboard equipment, the absence of 
transponder-like equipment as is usual in even small airplanes are obstacles that prevent monitoring and 
controlling drones. 
 
The fast growing number of civilian drones (toys as well as professional or industrial aircraft) is a strong 
incentive to work out a standard technical solution to report their positions to the adequate authorities. 
 
In addition, a very large number of small to very small UAV for private or industrial usage are both very 
sensitive to weight addition and cost of additional equipment. Relying on existing hardware and data links 
would instantly lower the hurdles to adoption by a majority of drone manufacturers. 
 
The cost argument is also present on the recipient’s side (UTM): as the drone ecosystem gains in size and 
complexity, it is necessary that the design of a position reporting solution be scalable, the systems stay 
manageable, and the cost of ownership stay under control.   
 

1.2 GOAL 

We aim at proposing an open communication standard integrated in a simple architecture for a system that 
can report positions and other relevant information to one or more UAS Traffic Management instances. 
 
We think at Delair-Tech that it is possible to design a light-weight system relying of widely deployed 
technologies, in order to quickly drive massive adoption of such a system. For example we favor when 
possible IP communication over proprietary protocols. In addition to the extreme scalability that using the 
Internet infrastructure brings, most drones or ground control stations already have access to IP 
communications without requiring additional hardware. 
 
On the other side of the equation, to simplify the interfacing with existing infrastructure, it would also be 
convenient to build on existing formats and protocols used in this context. 
 
As a result of this simple and open approach, the proposed system architecture and protocols will feature 
low implementation and maintenance costs, which we hope will contribute to drive up adoption. 
 
With these considerations in mind, we propose in this paper some ideas for a simple system and protocols 
to build an open and standard UAV position reporting mechanism.  
 

1.3 ACRONYMS 

RDRN: Regional Drone Reporting Node 
GDRN: Global Drone Reporting Node 
SDP: Surveillance Data Processing System 
ATM: Air Traffic Monitoring or Air Traffic Management (depending on context) 
UTM: UAS Traffic Management 
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1.4 DOCUMENTATION AND REFERENCES 

[1] http://www.eurocontrol.int/asterix 
[2] http://www.eurocontrol.int/.../asterix/part-1-asterix-structure.pdf 
[3] https://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/ats-data-exchange-presentation-adexp-specification 
[4] Regulation 552/2004 - Interoperability of the European ATM Network 
[5] Regulation 29/2009 - Data link services for the Single European Sky 
[6] Regulation 1032/2006 - Exchange of Flight Data Between ATC Units 
[7] http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/single_european_sky/  
[8] http://hub.easa.europa.eu/crt/docs/viewnpa/id_312 
[9] https://www.eurocockpit.be/sites/default/files/amc-rpas_1309_scoping-paper_issue-1.pdf 
[10] http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2014/10/existing-drone-technology-poses-lethal-risk-easa/ 
[11] http://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/docs/rpsts/uav.pdf 
[12] http://nso.nato.int/nso/zPublic/stanags/current/4586eed03.pdf 
[13] https://medium.com/...uas-rule-what-is-class-b-c-d-and-e-airspace-81e760a36db1 
[14] http://www.faa.gov/nextgen/ 
[15] http://utm.arc.nasa.gov/index.shtml 
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http://www.faa.gov/nextgen/
http://utm.arc.nasa.gov/index.shtml
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2 SYSTEM AND PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION 

2.1 DRONE REPORTING NODES (XDRN) AND OVERALL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

To make UAVs give their identity and positions to Surveillance Data Processing systems, a third-party 
intermediate system can be used: the Drone Reporting Node, as a local (Regional-DRN) or global (Global-
DRN) instance, is a server residing on the cloud. They receive identifiers, positions and other relevant 
navigation information from client UAS, and send them to UTM processing centers.  
 
Any DRN can be connected to one or several Surveillance Data Processing System, and SDPs can be 
connected to 0 or more DRNs. 
 
The system architecture is somewhat similar to the ADS-B architecture, but relies on general public 
technology used in most small drones. 
 
On one side, DRN open-up a web service with a very common and simple REST API. Positions of unmanned 
aircraft can be reported through JSON-formatted messages. On the other side, the DRN can transmit to 
the subscribing UTM servers bulk positions of all reporting UAVs. A link over the Internet can be used, and 
usual data formats for such services can be built upon. 
 

 
  
Note that if the drone has no direct connection to the Internet, its ground control station (e.g. a smartphone 
with a pilot app) often has and can transmit UAV data to the DRN. 
 

JSON messages 
--- 

REST API 
--- 

TCP/IP 

Asterix 
messages 

--- 
Secured IP link 

Drone 
Reporting 

Node 

Surveillance Data 
Processing System 

(UTM) 

Surveillance Data 
Processing System 

(UTM) 
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It is possible and recommended to implement filtering and flow control functions in the DRN, to limit the 
information sent to UTM to the useful part. 
 

2.2 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The UAV side of the protocol relies on TCP/IP for REST calls just as in usual web based communications. The 
DRN should use Transport layer Security (TLS) in their communication stack, in order to authenticate clients 
(drones) and guarantee messages integrity. This well-known, widely adopted cryptographic protocol is 
supported by a large number of open-source and commercial libraries and framework, making its adoption 
easy by drone software developers. 
 
Transport of data over the Internet for the DRN-SDP links can also use standard means for securing the 
communication link. For instance using an IPsec tunnel could create a secure channel, or a technology such 
as the ZeroMQ library with its CurveZMQ extension is a good candidate for a high performance secure link. 
 

2.3 POSSIBLE EVOLUTION TO TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION 

Such an architecture using standard web technologies is only a step away to two-way communication. It is 
fairly easy to extend the protocols and message formats to enable sending commands from the UTM 
centers to individual drones. 
As it is defined here the architecture is compliant with high-level security and scalability requirements while 
keeping costs low, in particular on the UAV side. 
 

2.4 UNIQUE DRONE IDENTIFIER 

There is currently no universal registration or identifier scheme designed for UAV. Below is a proposal for 
such a scheme: 
 
Generic scheme on 19 bytes : 

VVV-MMM-SSSSSS-CC-IIIII 

 

Field 
Length Description Example 

VVV 
3 Vendor/manufacturer ID, attributed by a 

central authority.  
"DT" or {0x48, 

0x54, 0x00} 

MMM 
 

3 Model ID, defined by the manufacturer "18" or {0x31, 

0x38, 0x00} 

SSSSSS 
6 Serial Number, defined by the manufacturer {0x43, 0x00, 

0x00, 0x00, 

0x00, 0x1a} 

CC-

IIIII 

7 Drone registration (‘i-drone’), attributed 

by a central authority 
CC: country code 
IIIII: registration number, encoded as a 

character string. Characters [A-Z],[0-9], 

"F-ABCD" or 
{0x46, 0x00, 

0x41, 0x42, 

0x43, 0x44, 

0x00}  
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null-terminated if smaller than field 

length. 

 
   
The registration format is backward compatible with current registration format for airplanes. Note that a 
registration mechanism through regional authorities needs to be defined. 
Attribution of unique manufacturer codes also needs to be defined and standardized. 
 
The number VVV-MMM-SSSSSS is the unique UAV Identification Number. It should match one and only 
one registration number CC-IIIII. 
 
The length of the various fields are designed to handle a total number of registered drones on order of 
magnitude above the number of manned aircraft existing. As it is defined here, more than 60 million drones 
can be registered by country with a 36 symbols dictionary (0-9 A-Z), and the format can be easily extended 
to support billions of devices per country without enlarging the fields (for example using a 64-symbols 
dictionary such as base64: 0-9, A-Z, a-z, +, /). 
 

2.5 JSON MESSAGES FORMAT 

JSON is a text-based open-standard data format, used ubiquitously in connected applications. 
 
Messages should be encoded in UTF-8 
  
Format definition: 
 

  Key Value definition 

{ 
   

 
 vendor_id container [mandatory unless registration is 

present] 

 
{   

 
 vendor UAV vendor as a 3-character string [mandatory if 

container is present]  

 
 model UAV model as a 3-character string [mandatory if 

container is present] 

 
 serial UAV serial number, as set by the manufacturer, 6 

bytes as a tring (an hexadecimal representation) 

[mandatory if container is present] 

 
}   

 
 registration registration number as attributed by ICAO or 

regional authority, as a 7 character string 

[mandatory unless vendor_id is present] 

 
 time utc time formatted as YY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ 

compliant with ISO 8601:2004 

[mandatory] 

 
 location Container [mandatory] 

 
{   
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 latitude WGS84 latitude in degrees [mandatory] 

 
 longitude WGS84 longitude in degrees [mandatory] 

 
 altitude AMSL altitude in meters [mandatory] 

 
 uses_gps boolean: true if the location has been computed 

using GPS data [mandatory] 

 
 uses_imu boolean: true if the location has been computed 

using IMU data [mandatory] 

 
 uses_other boolean: true if the location has been computed 

using some other sources or means (e.g. 

barometer, image processing…) 

 
 h_uncertainty Horizontal uncertainty radius in meters 

 
 heading Heading in degrees 

 
 speed Ground speed in m/s 

 
}   

 
 flight_plan container 

 
{   

 
 max_lat Maximum WGS84 latitude programmed in the current 

flight plan in degrees 

 
 max_lon Maximum WGS84 longitude programmed in the current 

flight plan in degrees 

 
 min_lat Minimum WGS84 latitude programmed in the current 

flight plan in degrees 

 
 min_lon Minimum WGS84 latitude programmed in the current 

flight plan in degrees 

 
 max_alt Maximum AMSL altitude programmed in the current 

flight plan in meters 

 
 min_alt Minimum AMSL altitude programmed in the current 

flight plan in meters 

 
}   

 
 emergency boolean: true in case of loss of robotic and 

manned control and/or fail-safe mechanism such as 

parachute activated. [mandatory] 

} 
   

 
 

2.6 ASTERIX MESSAGES 

Asterix (see [1] - http://www.eurocontrol.int/asterix) is a standardized binary message format used to 
transfer information between Air Traffic Control centers. It has been in use in most of Europe for 25 years, 
and its flexible design allows to define new data items without breaking compatibility. 
 
Below is a proposal for an Asterix-compliant message format to send over the DRN to SDP link. 
 
Data Category: defined in one octet. 
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 Civilian drones data could be identified by data category 070 

 Military drones data could be identified by data category 205 
 

Standard User Application Profile: 
FSPEC length: 2 Bytes 
 

FRN Data 

Item 
Description Length 

(Bytes) 

1 
I070/010 Data source identifier SAC/SIC 2 

2 
I070/020 UAV Vendor, ascii encoded, 0 indicates end of 

string 
e.g. "DT" or {0x48, 0x54, 0x00} 

3 

3 
I070/021 UAV Model, ascii encoded, 0 indicates end of string 

e.g. "18" or {0x31, 0x38, 0x00} 
3 

4 
I070/022 UAV Serial number (48 bits) as set by the 

manufacturer 
6 

5 
I070/023 UAV registration number (56 bits) as attributed by 

ICAO or regional authority (TBD) 
7 

6 
I070/040 UTC Time of day (encoding identical to I048/040) 3 

7 
I070/060 UAV GPS Location 

[int32 - WGS84 latitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int32 - WGS84 longitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int16 - AMSL altitude in meters * 8] 

10 

8 
I070/061 UAV GPS Estimated Horizontal Uncertainty 

[uint16 - 95% uncertainty radius in meters *4] 
reserved values: 
code 0xefff: warning or error reported  

code 0xffff: unknown/invalid  

2 

9 
I070/062 UAV GPS speed vector 

[uint16 - azimuth of the speed vector in degrees * 

10 - range from 0 to 3600] 
[uint16 - speed module in m/s *10] 

4 

10 
I070/070 UAV integrated (GPS+IMU+...) Location 

[int32 - WGS84 latitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int32 - WGS84 longitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int16 - AMSL altitude in meters * 8] 

10 

11 
I070/071 UAV integrated (GPS+IMU+...) Estimated Horizontal 

Uncertainty 
[uint16 - 95% uncertainty radius in meters *4] 
reserved values: 
code 0xefff: warning or error reported  

code 0xffff: unknown/invalid 

2 

12 
I070/072 UAV integrated (GPS+IMU+...) speed vector 4 
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[uint16 - azimuth of the speed vector in degrees * 

10 - range from 0 to 3600] 
[uint16 - speed module in m/s *10] 

13 
I070/080 UAV programmed evolution area: area where the UAV 

is currently programmed to stay in. 
[int32 - min WGS84 latitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int32 - min WGS84 longitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int32 - max WGS84 latitude in degrees * 1e6] 
[int32 - max WGS84 longitude in degrees * 1e6] 

16 

14 
I070/081 UAV programmed AMSL altitude range: altitude range 

where the UAV is currently programmed to stay in. 
[int16 - min AMSL altitude in meters * 8] 
[int16 - max AMSL altitude in meters * 8] 

4 

15 
I070/090 Emergency status : 

[uint8] emergency – 0xff in case of loss of robotic 

and manned control and/or fail-safe mechanism such 

as parachute activated    

1 

 
Mandatory fields: 
010 AND [[020 AND 021 and 022] OR 023] AND 040 AND [060 or 070] 

 
This format allows for some flexibility in the information available to the UAV, but is designed to allow 
transmission of rich navigation data for more efficient monitoring (such as evolution area, altitude range, 
speed vector…) 
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